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Textbook on International Law

2013-04-18

offers a concise and focused introduction to international law with coverage of all the
core topics from the nature and sources of international law to the use of force and
human rights

Cases & Materials on International Law

2016

cases materials on international law is a topical and engaging companion for study
offering broad coverage on public international law and placing disputes directly
within the context of contemporary debate the book contains the essential cases and
materials that students need in order to fully understand and analyse the international
legal system drawing on a truly global range of jurisdictions and sources expert author
commentary and notes place selected extracts within the wider legal framework and
explain the complexities of the principles of law to students the sixth edition includes
expanded discussion of developing areas including un resolutions on climate change
and international environmental law new material from the international law
commission and coverage of major events such as the annexation of crimea the legal
context for scottish independence and the uk s exit from the european union and the
united nations security council s resolution on malaysia airlines mh17

International Law

2009

international law provides a lucid and comprehensive exposition of the basic precepts
necessary for understanding the international legal process while presenting a general
integrated overview of contemporary international law the text is presented in a user
friendly accessible style providing an ideal concise overview that offers sufficient
detail for the work to be adopted as a core text



Between Peril and Promise

2011-11-08

in this concise introduction to international law students gain a clear appreciation for
how politics shapes the development of international law and how international law
shapes political relations between states throughout the book rochester takes this
complex subject and makes it accessible with his vibrant easy to read prose

International Law

2020

rev ed update cases and materials on international law robert mccorquodale martin
dixon

Cases and Materials on International Law

2011-05-19

this book examines an important unresolved question of current international law the
legal position of third party countermeasures

Third-Party Countermeasures in International Law

2017-04-24

histories approaches regimes and doctrines debates

The Oxford Handbook of the Theory of International
Law

2016

international law provides a lucid and comprehensive exposition of the basic precepts
necessary for understanding the international legal process while presenting a general



integrated overview of contemporary international law the text is presented in a user
friendly accessible style providing an ideal concise overview that offers sufficient
detail for the work to be adopted as a core text

International Law

2016

textbook on international law offers students concise coverage of all the core topics
studied on international law courses providing students new to the subject with a
complete and accurate introduction within a manageable length book jacket

The International Court of Justice and the Western
Tradition of International Law

1987-08-25

the rise of globalization and the persistence of global poverty are straining the
territorial paradigm of human rights this book asks if states possess extraterritorial
obligations under existing international human rights law to respect and ensure
economic social and cultural rights and how far those duties extend taking a departure
point in theory and practice the book is the first of its kind to analyze the principal
cross cutting legal issues at stake the legal status of obligations jurisdiction causation
division of responsibility and remedies and accountability the book focuses specifically
on the role of states but also addresses their duties to regulate powerful nonstate actors
the authors demonstrate that many key issues have been resolved or clarified in
international law while others remain controversial or await the development of
further practice particularly the scope of jurisdiction and the quantitative dimension
of extraterritorial obligations to fulfil

Textbook on International Law

1990

revised and expanded for the fifth edition this text provides an academic reference on
the subject of land lockedness as it relates to economic development international law



transport economies international organizations and political and economic geography

Private International Law

1950

this unique book examines the role and impact of human rights norms in
international courts other than human rights courts it covers a whole range of courts
and jurisdictions looking at the practice of prominent international courts such as the
international court of justice and the international criminal court as well as various
fora of economic adjudication including the world trade organisation regional
integration organisations in europe and africa and investment arbitration the book
systematically explores the role of human rights norms at the international tribunal
for the law of the sea thereby providing an insight into the future evolution of
environmental law towards judicial enforcement at the international level within
each jurisdiction under study the respective authors who all are experts within their
fields address the role of different categories of human rights as well as the range of
available modes of operation of human rights norms

Textbook on International Law

2000

tertiary level text outlining the principles of international law from an australian
perspective provides many examples of australian practice and policy in international
law and emphasises legal aspects of australia s place in the modern world topics
covered include the structure of the international legal system and the sources of
international law the law of treaties jurisdiction the use of force human rights and
international environmental law includes a table of cases questions suggestions for
further reading a bibliography and an index also available in paperback blay is
professor of law at the university of technology sydney piotrowicz is dean of the
faculty of law at the university of tasmania and tsamenyi is professor of law at the
university of wollongong



Global Justice, State Duties

2012-12-24

this book guides civil rights lawyers and informs judges legislators and academics in
the effective use of international law in u s federal and state cases the author
highlights many concrete areas in which international law can enhance human rights
protection both in the u s and abroad such as death penalty lethal force by police and
military authorities extraterritorial privacy protection gay and lesbian rights
government liability for foreseeable harm compensation for unintentional false
imprisonment this eminently practical approach based on model briefs developed for
and used by leading u s civil rights lawyers and organizations presents an extremely
rare treatment of international human rights law published under the transnational
publishers imprint

Bibliography on Land-locked States, Economic
Development and International Law

2001

the fifth edition of cases and materials on international law is a topical and engaging
companion for study placing international law directly in the context of contemporary
debate dixon mccorquodale williams offers broad coverage of international law and is
an appropriate match for a range of courses and teaching styles

Human Rights Norms in ‘Other' International Courts

2019-07-31

examines the role and impact of human rights norms in international courts other
than human rights courts

Public International Law

1997



there is a growing discrepancy between the output of human rights courts which
protect the individual and traditional international institutions which protect the
interests of states this volume provides the first systematic analysis of the impact of
international human rights courts on more traditional international institutions

The International Court of Justice and the Western
Tradition of International Law

1987

this monograph provides a contemporary analysis of the frictions between
peacemaking and international human rights law based on the cases of postconflict
power sharing in lebanon and bosnia herzegovina in this context it evaluates the long
standing debate in the united nations and human rights bodies about the imperfect
peace written from a practitioner scholarly viewpoint and drawing from new
authentic sources the book describes the mechanisms used in peace agreements and
post conflict constitutions for managing ethnic or religious diversity explains their
legal limits under international human rights law and provides a conceptual
framework for analysing the nexus between law and peacemaking the book argues
that the relationship between the content of peace agreements and post conflict
constitutions their negotiation process and the element of time needs to be untangled
to better understand the legal limits of statebuilding in the aftermath of armed conflict
it is a key resource for scholars in human rights law and peace and conflict studies
advisers in peace processes constitution makers and peace mediators

Challenging Human Rights Violations: Using
International Law in U.S. Courts

2021-10-25

this important book offers an ambitious and interdisciplinary vision of how private
international law or conflict of laws can and must be at the centre of re working both
our general understandings of law and concrete legal norms in directions that respond
to ever deepening global ecological crises the author demonstrates why paradoxically
it is this field of law s specific frontier location at the outpost of the law where it is



viewed from the outside as a mysterious obscurity and from the inside as a self
contained normative world that generates its potential power to transform law
generally and globally combining pragmatic and pluralist theory with an excavation
of shadow ecological dimensions of law the author a recognised global expert offers a
truly transnational view put simply it is a generational magnum opus all international
and transnational lawyers be they in the private and public field should read this book

Cases and Materials on International Law

2011

the constitution as treaty addresses u s constitutional interpretation from a novel yet
originalist perspective the u s constitution is a treaty as a treaty the constitution must
be construed in conformity with the united states international legal obligations this
book specifically examines how federal courts are international courts and as
international courts how they can directly apply international law and construe
federal law in conformity with international law most importantly the constitution as
treaty demonstrates that the federal courts authority to review the constitutionality of
federal and state law is based on international law

Human Rights Norms in ‘Other' International Courts

2019-07-25

why there should be a larger role for the judiciary in american foreign relations in
the past several decades there has been a growing chorus of voices contending that
the supreme court and federal judiciary should stay out of foreign affairs and leave the
field to congress and the president challenging this idea restoring the global judiciary
argues instead for a robust judicial role in the conduct of u s foreign policy with an
innovative combination of constitutional history international relations theory and
legal doctrine martin flaherty demonstrates that the supreme court and federal
judiciary have the power and duty to apply the law without deference to the other
branches turning first to the founding of the nation flaherty shows that the
constitution s original commitment to separation of powers was as strong in foreign as
domestic matters not least because the document shifted enormous authority to the
new federal government this initial conception eroded as the nation rose from



fledgling state to superpower fueling the growth of a dangerously formidable
executive that today asserts near plenary foreign affairs authority flaherty explores
how modern international relations makes the commitment to balance among the
branches of government all the more critical and he considers implications for modern
controversies that the judiciary will continue to confront at a time when executive
and legislative actions in the name of u s foreign policy are only increasing restoring
the global judiciary makes the case for a zealous judicial defense of fundamental rights
involving global affairs

The Impact of Human Rights Law on General
International Law

2009-02-05

international law holds a paradoxical position with territory most rules of international
law are traditionally based on the notion of state territory and territoriality still
significantly shapes our contemporary legal system at the same time new
developments have challenged territory as the main organising principle in
international relations three trends in particular have affected the role of territoriality
in international law the move towards functional regimes the rise of cosmopolitan
projects claiming to transgress state boundaries and the development of technologies
resulting in the need to address intangible non territorial phenomena yet
notwithstanding some profound changes it remains impossible to think of
international law without a territorial locus if international law is undergoing changes
this implies a reconfiguration of territory but not a move beyond it the netherlands
yearbook of international law was first published in 1970 it offers a forum for the
publication of scholarly articles of a conceptual nature in a varying thematic area of
public international law

International Law and Diplomacy

2004

this book distills the essential elements of world politics both the enduring
characteristics as well as the revolutionary changes that may be altering the very
fabric of the centuries old state system author j martin rochester explores all the



important topics that one would expect to find in an ir text war diplomacy foreign
policy international law and organization the international economy and more but
injects fresh perspectives on how globalization and other contemporary trends are
affecting these issues in addition the author does so through a highly engaging lively
writing style that will appeal to today s students fundamental principles of
international relations is a tightly woven treatment of international politics past and
present drawing on the latest academic scholarship while avoiding excessive jargon
and utilizing pedagogical aids while avoiding clutter rochester ultimately challenges
the reader to think critically about the future of a post cold war and post 9 11 world
that is arguably more complex if not more dangerous than some previous eras with
the potential for promise as well as peril

Peacemaking, Power-sharing and International Law

2019-09-05

the doctrine of intertemporality prohibits the retroactive application of norms of
international law in contentious proceedings and obliges the deciding court to
positively ascertain the applicable historic rules in situations in which the historic
interaction between a european and a non european entity needs to be litigated
problems arise international law is lacking a universally recognised methodology
particularly regarding its unwritten rules also the historic non european peoples were
often relied on oral tradition and did not produce any documentary evidence of their
historic legal orders historically different regions of the world produced independent
legal regimes meta law governing the interactions between entities of different
regimes was non existent since no regional order did claim global rule hence there
were no rules governing the interactions between european and non european
entities the applicable historic law is presently ascertained by recourse to specific
european phenomena in contentious proceedings this methodology leads to a situation
of differend a situation in which the method of solving the dispute already vindicates
the position of one of the parties to the dispute

The Law's Ultimate Frontier: Towards an Ecological



Jurisprudence

2023

the book is a comparative study in the status of international human rights norms in
the domestic law of all the nordic countries and the three baltic states estonia latvia
and lithuania an amazingly rapid development towards direct applicability of
international human rights treaties has taken place in recent years in all the countries
in question this book provides in depth analysis of the situation in the eight countries
each country specific chapter is followed by a document section depending on the
country in question the documents include constitutional texts incorporation
enactments of human rights treaties court rulings etc the english translations of the
constitutions of estonia latvia and lithuania are given in full the book includes a
foreword by dr ole espersen the council of the baltic sea states commissioner on
democratic institutions and human rights including the rights of persons belonging to
minorities

The Constitution as Treaty

2007-09-24

this book offers a broad perspective of revolutionary territorial politics by putting
secession in the context of other forms of revolutionary territorial politics this allows
for a more complex and profound account of secession and offers the reader a
conceptual approach to politics of revolutionary discontent with territorial status quo
second the book provides a multidiscoursive approach which combines the efforts of
constitutional and comparative constitutional law scholars with international lawyers
eu lawyers and specialists in international relations this allows for multifaceted and in
that regard more adequate balanced and rich analysis of secession and the other forms
of revolutionary territorial politics

Restoring the Global Judiciary

2022-05-17

this book collects works by the late professor martin wight 1913 1972 an historian and



scholar of international relations he conducted research on many topics including
british colonial history european studies international institutions and the history and
sociology of states systems he is nonetheless best known for his teaching about the
political philosophy of international relations at the london school of economics 1949
1961 and the university of sussex 1961 1972 he is widely regarded as an intellectual
ancestor and path breaker of the english school of international relations even though
this term only gained currency nine years after his death while there is no generally
accepted definition of the english school it is usually construed as signifying an
approach to the study of international relations more rooted in historical and
humanistic learning than in the social sciences wight s achievements are consistent
with this broad definition this volume includes works in four categories a traditions of
thinking about international relations since the sixteenth century b the causes and
functions of war c international and regime legitimacy and d fortune and irony in
international politics in addition to classic essays such as why is there no international
theory and western values in international relations that complement his posthumous
1991 book international theory the three traditions this volume includes previously
unpublished works on international legitimacy and the causes of war wight s analysis
of legitimacy examines the evolution of thinking from dynastic to popular approaches
while his work on the causes of war builds on thucydides and hobbes

Netherlands Yearbook of International Law 2016

2017-12-13

the international community has generated several hundred multilateral
environmental agreements yet it has been far less successful in developing means to
ensure that contracting parties honour them in practice the subject of law
enforcement has traditionally attracted relatively little attention amongst international
policy makers at the formation stage of a multilateral environmental accord commonly
the question of how to secure collective adherence to environmental treaty regimes
might well only be considered in depth at a much later stage of an environmental
agreement s evolution if at all at the same time the significance of the issue of
enforcement has gradually received more considered attention by states and
international institutions providing an analysis of the nature extent and current state
of the international legal framework concerned with enhancing effective
implementation of international environmental law this book considers the scope and



impact of international rules of law whose remit is to require or promote compliance
by states with their international environmental legal obligations

Fundamental Principles of International Relations

2010-10

this book considers the international law applicable to maritime interception
operations mio conducted on the high seas and within the context of international
peace and security mio being a much used naval operational activity employed
within the entire spectrum of today s conflicts the book deals with the legal aspects
flowing from the boarding and searching of foreign flagged vessels and the possible
arrest of persons and confiscation of goods and analyses the applicable law with regard
to maritime interception operations through the legal bases and legal regimes
considered are mio undertaken based on for instance the un collective security system
maritime embargo operations self defence and ad hoc consent and within the context
of legal regimes various views are provided on the right of visit the use of force and
the use of detention this volume which has contemporary naval operations as its
central focus and structures the analysis as a sub discipline of the international law of
military operations will be of great interest both to academics practitioners and policy
advisors working or involved in the field of military and naval operations and to those
professionals wanting to learn more about the international law of military operations
naval operations and the law of the sea and maritime security martin fink is a naval
and legal officer in the royal netherlands navy

The Application of the Doctrine of Intertemporality in
Contentious Proceedings

2021

international human rights and humanitarian law treaties cases and analysis introduces
the reader to the international legal instruments and case law governing the
substantive and procedural dimensions of international human rights and
humanitarian law including economic social and cultural rights the book which was
originally published in 2006 also discusses the history and organisational structure of
human rights and humanitarian law enforcement mechanisms a chapter is devoted a



chapter to the issues surrounding the incorporation of international law into u s law
including principles of constitutional and statutory interpretation conflict rules and the
self execution doctrine questions and comments sections provide critical analyses of
issues raised in the materials the last chapter addresses theoretical issues facing
contemporary international human rights and humanitarian law and its enforcement

Private International Law, Second Edition

1950

a topical and engaging companion for study placing international law directly in the
context of contemporary debate dixon mccorquodale and williams offer broad
coverage of international law providing an appropriate match for a range of courses
and teaching styles

International Human Rights Norms in the Nordic and
Baltic Countries

1996-01-01

Territorial Politics and Secession

2022-04-13

International Relations and Political Philosophy

2022

Enforcement of International Environmental Law

2018-07-16



International Law

2003

Maritime Interception and the Law of Naval Operations

2018-08-29

International Human Rights and Humanitarian Law

2006-01-16

Cases & Materials on International Law

2016

Leading Cases and Opinions on International Law

1892
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